We, The Church & Faith: Understanding, Approval & Results

Hebrews 11:3, 32-38 & 12:1-6
By faith we understand that the universe was created by the word of God, so that what is seen has been made from things that are not visible. -Hebrews 11:3

All these were approved through their faith, but they did not receive what was promised, since God had provided something better for us, so that they would not be made perfect without us. -Hebrews 11:39-40
Understanding in Faith

Belief spawns **KNOWLEDGE**

The __________ gives birth to __________
“How came the bodies of animals to be contrived with so much art, and for what ends were their several parts? Was the eye contrived without skill in Opticks, and the ear without knowledge of sounds?...and these things being rightly dispatch’d, does it not appear from phænomena that there is a Being incorporeal, living, intelligent...?”

— Isaac Newton, Opticks
Understanding in Faith

Belief spawns **KNOWLEDGE**

The **INVISIBLE** gives birth to **VISIBLE**
Approval Through Faith

With faith comes **OWNERSHIP**

With Faith comes **RESPONSIBILITY**
Results by Faith

PROVISION of the Messiah & the Holy Spirit

LINKED to the Roll Call of faith

SONSHIP
What About You?

Is your faith the foundation for what you know?

Is it your faith?